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Abstract—When a new set of types is introduced into a large software system, the task of retrofitting that system to take advantage of those types is generally cost-prohibitive. Existing automated type migration systems assume a one-to-one correspondence between old types and new types, making them unable to do partial migrations to more complex type sets. By using compiler-based migration tooling and an algebraically modeled type set, it is possible to use a small amount of manually seeded type information to automatically propagate the new types through a large monolithic C++ codebase. We demonstrate this technique by automatically generating 20k+ individual changes across a large industrial codebase of millions of lines of C++.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strong types help software engineers by constraining the actions a well-formed program can perform [1]. When new sets of types are introduced, engineers can use them to write more clearly specified programs, avoiding bugs at compile-time instead of depending on testing or runtime discovery [2]. Existing legacy systems do not immediately benefit from the improved constraints of new types. For example, existing software may use an integer type to represent both position and velocity, but a new set of types may represent the two concepts as separate types with a constrained set of operations between them to improve program correctness.

Migrating existing systems to new types is a process known as type migration. Many tools exist which allow for automated single type migration across limited sets of code. This model of type migration assumes that new types are directly mappable to old ones, i.e., that the relationship between them is one-to-one. With more complex sets of types, that assumption no longer holds. In the above example, position and velocity would be modeled as two different types, and any type migration would need to infer the context in which a given integer is semantically meaningful as a velocity or a distance, or neither. The tool would also need to account for other numeric types of inputs such as floating point values.

Recently Google adopted types to more correctly model the concepts of time instants and intervals within our C++ codebase. These types are based on the mathematical model of time instants as points in a one-dimensional affine space, and time intervals as vectors in that space. Using this algebraic model of Time types, we implemented automated tools which can infer semantics of types from existing program syntax. This technique has helped engineers use the types correctly in new code, but also allows us to update existing legacy code across our entire 250M lines of C++.

In this paper, we present a case study of our experiences in doing this iterative large-scale type migration from numeric types to this newly introduced set of Time types, using the relationships between different variables to infer and propagate type information. From a small amount of manually placed initial information, known as a seed, we show how type information spreads to additional variables, not just linearly from caller to callee through a function call hierarchy. While this technique relies upon the assumption that the existing code is semantically correct, it also broadens the scope of traditional type migrations, and scales to large codebases.

We implemented our approach as a collection of open-source tools using the clang-tidy analysis and migration framework on top of the clang project’s LibTooling infrastructure [3]. Using these tools, we have successfully applied over 20k separate changes to Google’s corpus of 250M lines of production C++ code, and found dozens of latent bugs in the process.

Our goals when beginning this work were to explore the feasibility of applying partial type migrations to our large C++ codebase, and to demonstrate that iterative gradual type inferences are reasonable in a statically typed language. Concretely, we also wanted to make our existing C++ codebase more type safe when using time-related constructs, find existing defects in our codebase and prevent future ones by making code easier to write. We hope sharing our experience doing these transformations at scale in an industrial setting, including the limitations we encountered, is broadly useful.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Throughout this paper, we use the example of the Abseil Time library, which uses the absl::Time and absl::Duration types to represent a time instant and interval, respectively. Section III-A discusses this library in detail. To illustrate why this library is useful, consider the legacy code example in Listing 1.

Listing 1 shows interfaces and a function which use both time instants and time intervals, as well as several operations between them. The code in Listing 1a uses floating point numbers to represent both time instants and time intervals. In the case of the time instant, this value represents units of time since some zero point, measured in seconds. In the case of the time interval, the value represents some amount of time in seconds. In both of the cases shown in Listing 1a, both the

```cpp
// Listing 1: Abseil Time Example

// Define a time constant
constexpr absl::Time kZeroTime = absl::ZeroTime();

// Define a time interval
constexpr absl::Duration kTenSeconds = absl::Milliseconds(10000);

// Define a function that takes a time instant and interval
void myFunction(absl::Time time, absl::Duration interval) {
  // Use the time instant
  std::cout << time << std::endl;
  // Use the time interval
  std::cout << interval << std::endl;
}
```

This example illustrates the use of the Abseil Time library, which provides types for representing time instants and intervals. The library supports operations such as addition and subtraction of time intervals, allowing engineers to reason about time in a more abstract and mathematically precise way. This can help reduce the likelihood of bugs related to time-related calculations, such as those that arise from the imprecision of floating point arithmetic.
A type set is simply a collection of related types. While any collection of types satisfies this broad definition, to be useful for migration purposes, a type set should embody a specific mathematical model which defines the valid operations between types in the set. A simple example is C++ pointers and integers. The C++ standard defines arithmetic operations between types in the set. A simple example is C++ pointers and integers.

### A. Abseil Time Library

The Abseil Time library defines the set of types for time instants and intervals as `absl::Time` and `absl::Duration`, respectively. The library also defines operators which implement the defined operations in a type-safe way, and omits those for which the operations are not defined by the underlying algebra. The result of this increased type safety is a natural way to do computations on time intervals and instants, and fewer runtime bugs due to compile-time enforcement. A complete description of the Abseil Time Library can be found in its public repository [5].

To assist with migrations from existing codebases, and to provide interoperability with legacy systems, Abseil Time also provides conversion functions to and from the `absl::Time` and `absl::Duration` types. A selection of these functions is listed in Table I. These functions allow a system to incrementally migrate to the new types, which is important when doing non-atomic refactoring over a large system [6].

These functions operate over six different fixed-length scales: hours, minutes, seconds, milliseconds, microseconds and nanoseconds. For brevity, we will omit hours, microseconds and nanoseconds from most of our examples, but migration techniques for them are analogous to the other scales.
absl::Duration absl::Minutes(double);
absl::Duration absl::Seconds(double);
absl::Duration absl::Milliseconds(double);

(a) absl::Duration factory functions: convert numeric values to absl::Duration value at the given scale.

double absl::ToDoubleMinutes(absl::Duration);
double absl::ToDoubleSeconds(absl::Duration);
double absl::ToDoubleMilliseconds(absl::Duration);

(b) absl::Duration conversion functions: convert an absl::Duration to the indicated scale.

absl::Time absl::FromUnixMinutes(int64_t);
absl::Time absl::FromUnixSeconds(int64_t);
absl::Time absl::FromUnixMillis(int64_t);

(c) absl::Time factory functions: convert a numeric value at the given scale since the Unix epoch to an absl::Time representing that time instant.

int64_t absl::FromUnixMinutes(absl::Time);
int64_t absl::FromUnixSeconds(absl::Time);
int64_t absl::FromUnixMillis(absl::Time);

(d) absl::Time conversion functions: take an absl::Time and return a numeric value at the given scale since the Unix epoch.

TABLE I: Selections from the Abseil Time API

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time + Duration</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time - Duration</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time + Time</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time - Time</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration + Duration</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration - Duration</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration + Time</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration - Time</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Addition and Subtraction operations for Abseil Time types

B. Time Algebra

Throughout this paper, we have discussed two types that represent two distinct, yet related concepts: that of a time instant and a time interval. Mathematically, these are part of a one-dimensional affine space, with time instants as points in that space and time intervals as vectors in that space. The Abseil Time library defines the various operations which are valid with and between and within this type set, summarized in Table II. It is these algebraic relationships which we later use to do type inference as part of our type migration.

This mathematical relationship implies operations beyond addition and subtraction. For example, multiplication and division by scalars are defined for absl::Duration, but undefined for absl::Time. Because time intervals and time instants are ordered, relational comparisons between like types are also defined. absl::Duration factory functions also distribute over mathematical operations and other C++ language constructs. Examples of some additional operations are summarized in Table III.

With enough existing type information, we can use this type algebra to deduce additional type information about the surrounding code. For example, if we know the result of an addition expression is an absl::Time, and that its first operand is also an absl::Time, we can deduce that the second operand is semantically a time interval, regardless of its declared type. We will explore the implications of these kinds of deductions in Section IV.

C. Compiler-Based Transformations

Our tooling uses compiler-based techniques to scalably match patterns found in a program’s abstract syntax tree (AST) and generate proposed changes. This process can be efficiently parallelized to run at scale across many machines, resulting in full-system analyses which take only tens of minutes across millions of lines of code. For C++, we use a collection of tools built on the clang-tidy static analysis infrastructure, which can be parallelized using the ClangMR architecture [7].

Using Clang’s AST matcher library allows us to efficiently match specific patterns of nodes in the AST. After a node is matched, we transform its text, using semantic information about that node and its surroundings. This technique becomes powerful when doing type transformations, since we can look for specific expressions and then examine their context to determine what the appropriate transformation should be. For example, if a variable’s type is being changed, its references must also be changed, but how to do so will depend on whether it is being used as an lvalue or an rvalue—information which is available in AST-based tools, but not in text-based ones.

These tools are implemented as part of the clang-tidy infrastructure and can be run manually by engineers over specific changes, as well as part of a broader static analysis pipeline, such as the Trifolder framework during code review [8]. Surfacing these fixes at review time helps prevent new usage of old patterns from creeping back into our codebase, and that ensures good patterns are applied moving forward. Our set of clang-tidy checks for the Abseil Time library is open source and available as part of the large clang-tidy tooling suite [9].

IV. Transformation Process

We now describe the process we use to transform numeric types, such as int and double, to the Abseil Time types absl::Time and absl::Duration. Because this is not a one-to-one mapping, we use the algebra described in Section III-B to infer semantics from the existing syntax and perform partial type migration. As these tools are applied iteratively, they spread an initial small amount of information about the time type set across millions of line of code.

TABLE III: Additional operations for Abseil Time types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration * Scalar</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration / Scalar</td>
<td>Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration * Duration</td>
<td>Scalar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time &lt;=&gt; Time</td>
<td>bool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration &lt;=&gt; Scalar</td>
<td>bool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absl::Seconds(b ? x : y)</td>
<td>b ? absl::Seconds(x) : absl::Seconds(y)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The time algebra in Section III-B, allows us to enumerate the different possible transformations we can perform using only partial type information. We show why they are equivalent to expressions using integers, and then show the limitations of these transforms. A list of various transformations and their purposes is shown in Table IV, and each one is described in detail within the remainder of this section.

1) Expression-based Transformations: We refer to the first class of transformation functions as expression-based transformations because they use information available in a single expression to propagate type information. Since expressions often contain references to multiple variables, these transformations help deduce information about related variables in an expression, providing a mechanism to spread type information beyond the variables originally declared with a strong type.

(a) Comparison: When a time interval is compared against some other value, we infer that that value must also be a time interval, and then deduce the scale of the interval from the scale of the conversion function used. We call this transformation DurationComparison, and apply it in any boolean context. An example is shown in Listing 2.

(b) After DurationComparison has been applied

Listing 2: DurationComparison transformation example

double deadline_seconds;
if (absl::Duration > deadline_seconds) ...
Listing 4: Complex absl::Duration expressions

```cpp
int x;
absl::Time t;
absl::Duration d = absl::Seconds(
    absl::ToUnixSeconds(t) - x);
```

(a) Before transformation

```cpp
int x;
absl::Time t;
absl::Duration d = t - absl::FromUnixSeconds(x);
```

(b) After Subtraction has been applied

Listing 3: Subtraction transformation example

```cpp
absl::Duration dur;
int number_of_milliseconds =
    absl::ToInt64Milliseconds(dur);
int number_of_minutes = absl::ToInt64Minutes(dur);
absl::Seconds(dur / absl::Seconds(1));
absl::Seconds(absl::ToInt64Seconds(dur));
absl::Seconds(absl::ToDoubleSeconds(dur));
absl::Seconds(number_of_milliseconds / 1000.0);
absl::Seconds(number_of_minutes * 60);
```

2) Local Variable Transformations: After applying the above expression-based transformations, we can then expand our scope to look at changes which span expressions within the same function. These transformations fall into a single category: local variable type changes.

Consider the function in Listing 5a—which may have been the result of a previous application of DurationComparison. We infer from the use of absl::Seconds in line 3 that the variable `x` is interpreted as a number of seconds. Using this information, we change the type of `x`, and update all its references with appropriate conversion functions to maintain existing semantics of the function, as shown in Listing 5b.

We call this transformation DurationLocalVariable, with an analog of TimeDurationVariable for the absl::Time domain. In general, we identify candidate variables in two ways.

```
void func(absl::Duration d) {
    int x = get_deadline();
    if (d < absl::Seconds(x)) ...
    x += 60;
    x *= 2;
    int y = x;
}
```

(a) Before transformation

```
void func(absl::Duration d) {
    absl::Duration x = absl::Seconds(get_deadline());
    if (d < x) ...
    x += absl::Seconds(60);
    x *= 2;
    int y = absl::ToInt64Seconds(x);
}
```

(b) After DurationLocalVariable has been applied

Listing 5: DurationLocalVariable transformation example

First, we look for variables which are initialized or assigned to by calls to absl::Duration conversion functions, such as absl::ToDoubleSeconds. Second, we look for variables which are used as arguments to absl::Duration factory functions, as is the case with `x` in Listing 5a. Finally, we prune the candidate list by eliminating variables for which the address is taken, because the tooling is not yet robust enough to handle transformations for pointers, only values.

This identification method is conservative, because it only finds variables which are currently being used in an Abseil Time context. We prefer this conservative approach because it avoids making the wrong inference, and possibly propagating the wrong time information further through the program.

DurationLocalVariable is an example of how AST-based tooling makes type set migration possible. The context in the AST gives information about how each reference to a variable should be transformed. For example, variable references which are the result of an assignment should apply a conversion function to the expression they are being assigned to, whereas references used as an rvalue should themselves be wrapped in a conversion function. Certain parts of the language, such as lambda capture lists, remain unchanged.

We discovered early in our pilot process that human reviewers preferred certain variable name changes in conjunction with the type change. Accordingly, the DurationLocalVariable tool updates variable names in cases where it can infer that the name was being used to denote a certain scale. Thus deadline_seconds becomes deadline, but sleep_interval remains unchanged. The result is code which looks more natural to a human reader.

3) Interfunction Transformations: The combination of expression-based transformations and local variable transformations can push type information to the boundaries of a function: its inputs as parameters and its outputs as return values. From here, we can continue pushing type information through our system by identifying and changing function parameter
types and return types, along with the associated callers, using traditional data flow and type inference techniques.

a) Function Parameters: We can identify function parameter candidates for transformation much the same way that we can identify local variables: looking for parameters which are initialized or assigned to by calls to `absl::Duration` conversion functions within a function, or finding parameters which are used as arguments to `absl::Duration` factory functions. It is also possible to use information `external` to a function to identify parameter migration candidates: if a function is called with arguments which are themselves conversions from an `absl::Duration`, we know that the argument can be migrated. An example is given in Listing 6.

This type of transformation is possible for both `absl::Duration` and `absl::Time` types, and we call the respective transformations `DurationParameter` and `TimeParameter`. Changing the type of a function parameter spreads type information across function boundaries, and more importantly to other callers of the same function which might be in completely unrelated contexts.

The size of our codebase prohibits changing all callers to all functions atomically. In cases where we cannot show that all callers can be changed at the same time as the function being updated, we add an appropriate overload in one change, and then apply a separate transformation, `DurationOverload` (or `TimeOverload` for `absl::Time` parameters) to update callers to use the new overload in subsequent changes.

Adding separate transformations to only migrate callers to a new overload has an additional advantage: we can seed high-caller functions by manually adding new overloads and then run the standard transformation to migrate their callers. In our case study, we seeded just 10 functions, which collectively had tens of thousands of callers, and then allowed that information to inform the remaining transformations.

b) Return Types: As with function parameters, we can identify return type migration candidates using information from both inside and outside a function. If a function’s return value is converted from an `absl::Duration` inside the function’s return statement, or if the value being returned from a function is converted to an `absl::Duration` at the callsite, then the function is a reasonable candidate for the `DurationReturn` transformation (or `TimeReturn` if the value is converted from or to an `absl::Time` value). As with `DurationParameter`, changes to both the function and its callers must be made simultaneously. Listing 7 shows an example of the `TimeReturn` transformation.

c) Class Variables: The final class of supported intrafunction transformations touches class variables. We limit these transformations, `DurationClassVariable` and `TimeClassVariable`, to private variables, so that we can see all of their references in a single translation unit.

As with other intrafunction transformations, changing the type of private variables allows other references to those variables to infer further information about the type characteristics of their enclosing expressions, as in Listing 8.
C. Iteration

One final note about the transformations presented in this section: we have observed that because of their constructive nature, they are best run iteratively across our codebase. For example, DurationComparison might find a variable which LocalDurationVariable can then migrate, which might then generate an expression which Subtraction can change. Using a regularly running static analysis framework enables the expression-based changes to be flagged during code review and allows engineers to group several transformations together into a single committed change.

The result is a suite of tools which can be run constantly across our large C++ codebase and, over time, cause this codebase to converge to a more type-safe state using Abseil Time types. This kind of iterative type transformation results in a fixed-point iteration for a given set of transformations.

V. CASE STUDY

Google’s codebase is a massive collection of code representing many different types of development patterns and usages [10]. Our codebase uses time concepts extensively to express deadlines and timeouts. In this section, we present the practical experience deploying our tools across this corpus of 250M lines of C++ code. We also explore the limitations of our techniques as discovered through this deployment process.

A. Methodology

Using the distributed analysis infrastructure mentioned in Section III-C, we ran each of the transformations described in Section IV-B across our entire corpus of C++ code. This process generated one large set of changes for each transformation spanning the entire corpus. This large change was then split along individual project boundaries for testing and code review purposes. These boundaries generally correspond to individual directories within the monolithic corpus. Each of these subchanges was then tested and reviewed like any other change to code going into our production systems.

For practical reasons in our evaluation, we limited ourselves to 50 pending simultaneous outstanding changes. We also focused our efforts on specific transformations, rather than attempting to run all of them over the codebase simultaneously. Over the course of many months, this process generated thousands of individual changes which have been committed to our production C++ codebase. Table V shows a summary of the number of committed changes for each transformation.

Because we grouped changes for the same transformation together when sending them to individual teams, the results in Table V are a lower bound on the number of discrete edits our tooling has produced. These numbers also omit changes made as part of pre-review testing or automated static analysis, due to tracking deficiencies in our source control system.

The number of DurationOverload changes dominates the total results primarily because it was the first change to start

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Change count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtraction</td>
<td>1779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DurationComparison</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeComparison</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DurationLocalVariable</td>
<td>3743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeLocalVariable</td>
<td>1583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DurationPrivateVariable</td>
<td>1473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimePrivateVariable</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DurationOverload</td>
<td>7266</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 20024

TABLE V: Number of changes applied by transformation running. Recall that to start the process we manually add overloads to high-caller functions, and then use DurationOverload to spread that initial type information throughout the codebase. While still a very rough estimate, the remaining changes outnumber those of DurationOverload by a 2:1 ratio.

1) Correctness: We used three methods to evaluate our tools’ correctness: the compiler, existing unit tests, and human inspection. As part of the review process, each generated change was run through the compiler to ensure that the transformation tooling produced syntactically valid output. When we discovered cases where it did not, we used that case as an example to refine our tooling.

After compilation, the change was then run through our unit test system, which runs not only the tests directly affected by a given change, but all tests transitively impacted by the change. The result is a robust assurance that the change generated is semantic-preserving.

Finally, each change was inspected by a human reviewer as part of Google’s standard code review process. More than 97% of changes were approved by reviewers without comment. Of the remaining changes, most reviewers suggested additional improvements inspired by the transformation at hand, and some were simply complimentary of the change being made. In a few instances, reviewers were concerned about the proposed change, but this almost always stemmed from unfamiliarity with the Abseil Time library itself, and not the correctness of the underlying change.

2) Performance: Because our transformation tooling operates on the AST, and ASTs from different translation units are independent, we can parallelize our analysis across translation units. Using an analysis system such as MapReduce [12], and sharding our analysis across thousands of machines, it is possible to analyze our 250M line C++ corpus in less than an hour. The dominant factor in getting each independent change submitted to the codebase was not the analysis step, but the time spent in testing and human review.

We continue to run the automated tools across our codebase to catch newly-added instances of transformation candidates. Anecdotally, it is not uncommon for recipients of an automated change to make further manual improvements in the area around the automated transformation, rather than wait for future transformations to make those changes. These improvements often preempt cases in which the output of one transformation produces an input pattern to a subsequent one,
so those are not counted in Table V. We expect the work to be complete when the transformations reach a fixed point.

B. Defects Found

One of the aims of this work is to find and fix software defects resulting from using numeric types to hold time values. We found a number of these defects, though the rate of occurrence was less than we expected, around twenty confirmed cases, which represents a defect rate of only 0.13%. We expect that due to a robust testing culture, semantic mismatch bugs tend to be resolved quickly, and not linger for this type of analysis to find. The low number of existing defects does not diminish the value of performing these changes: engineers within Google report that the more explicit type set makes future development less error prone, though we have not measured the numbers of prevented bugs. Here we highlight two common defect modes we found, and which improved types help prevent: incorrect scale, and incorrect type.

1) Incorrect Scale: One bug pattern which emerged from this work is that of passing a value with the incorrect scale as a parameter to a function (see Listing 9). The function 

```cpp
void func(absl::Duration wait); 
```

takes a numeric value which it interprets as some number of seconds, but the calling function passes a value which is scaled in milliseconds. This means the value provided to `func` is a thousand times larger than the engineer likely intended.

After performing the `DurationArgument` transformation, the argument to `func` is wrapped in an `absl::Duration` factory for an explicit scale. This does not fix the bug, because transformations are intended to be behavior preserving, but it does make the bug much more obvious, making it likely that reviewers will fix the bug in a subsequent change.

2) Incorrect Type: The other kind of defect we have encountered is the substitution of a time interval for a time instant, or vice versa. For example, the code in Listing 10 incorrectly passes an integer representing the number of seconds since the Unix epoch as a time interval. The caller is inadvertently providing an interval on the order of many years, rather than a few seconds as is probably intended.

After several transformations, the bug is much more obvious to a reader of the code, who can then independently fix it. The reason for maintaining semantic equivalence and not fixing these bugs when they are discovered comes from the realization that seemingly minor “fixes” like these can often lead to unexpected effects in broader systems, and those effects should be separated from the transformation itself.

C. Limitations

In spite of the power of our existing library of transformations, there are several instances where we cannot or do not automatically convert variables or expressions to further propagate type information, which we outline below.

1) Conservative Transformations: We intentionally limit the scope of our transformations to those which we can demonstrate maintain functional and semantic equivalence. This means that we miss some transformation opportunities, rather than speculate on the result of a transformation and potentially change the meaning of a program. Our experience with complex software systems indicates that it is hard to show that any change is perfectly safe, so we limit ourselves to changes for which we have a high degree of confidence.

In practice, this means rather than changing every variable in a transformation such as `DurationOverload`, we only change variables with names which indicate they are likely to be time intervals, such as `waiting_seconds` or `update_interval`. This limitation means we may not fully propagate as much information as we would like.

The nature of the Clang AST matcher library imposes another constraint. Because the library matches on very specific constructs of the abstract syntax tree, it misses cases where programs use non-conventional syntax in specifying `absl::Duration` values, such as by casting. The local canonicalization transformations help by making these constructs more homogeneous, but ultimately some cases will be missed because of non-matching by the AST-based tooling.

Finally, while we support the Abseil Time library across the entire C++ codebase, we have discovered that, individual teams have adopted custom types for time instants and intervals. These relatively rare cases, rarely extend past a single team or subsystem, so we just ignore them.
2) Information Deficiencies: Lack of information about some expressions also limits our current process. In Section III-B, we mentioned that multiplying and dividing by scalar values is a supported operation for \texttt{absl::Duration} values, yet we do not automatically distribute multiplication or division across \texttt{absl::Duration} expressions. In theory, this transformation should produce an equivalent result, but in practice, many scalar values have additional semantic meaning, much like pre-Abseil Time integers do.

Consider scalars which represent a rate: when multiplied by an \texttt{absl::Duration}, they do not yield a time interval, but different semantic value instead. Listing 11 shows such an example.

```cpp
absl::Duration d = ...;
int frames_per_seconds = ...
int frames = absl::ToInt64Seconds(d) *
frames_per_seconds;
```

Listing 11: Nontransformable multiplication by a scalar

In this case, we do not want to move the multiplication inside the call to \texttt{absl::ToInt64Seconds}, because the resulting argument is not semantically a time interval, but a number of frames. Being overly aggressive when transforming multiplications may have the effect of making future type changes more difficult, so we currently omit them.

System boundaries also represent a type of information deficiency. Because the C++ software in our corpus eventually interacts with systems not written in C++, and those systems do not share a common representation of time information, they represent a hard limit on how far we are able to push our type propagation. These system inputs and outputs may be in the form of flags, configuration values, user input, or a remote procedure call serialization framework.

3) Overridden Functions: While \texttt{TimeParameter} and \texttt{DurationParameter} work for both free and class member functions and constructors, they do not work for virtual functions. Function overrides and their base class definitions need to be updated in concert, and because we are primarily focused on single-translation-unit transformations, we avoid virtual functions and their overrides. This is a practical limitation, not a theoretical one, and could be improved in the future.

4) Templates and Macros: C++ templates and macros provide a mechanism for writing generic code. Macros are not part of a program’s AST, and patterns found inside a macro definition often confuse the \texttt{clang-tidy}-based tools. Templates also present additional tooling challenges. Fortunately, these kinds of tooling failures result in compile-time errors which can be caught early in the process. In reality, we found fewer than 10 such failures across our entire codebase, and opted to make these changes by hand, rather than implement workarounds for them in our tooling.

VI. RELATED WORK

This case study builds upon two primary areas of work: type inference and type migration. The tools developed for our case study combine both of these techniques to migrate types in more complex ways than traditional type migration tools. Our work builds upon earlier theoretical efforts by producing changes which are tested, reviewed and submitted into a production corpus, rather than just identifying cases where type mismatches may occur, as in traditional static type analysis. Our work also differs because it allows many-to-many type inference and migration, rather than the one-to-one limitations of existing work.

A. Type Inference

The area of type inference is not new [13], and remains a subject of active research, particularly for dynamically typed languages. For example, Ruby [14], Javascript [15], [16], and Python [17], [18] have all seen a significant work in inferring types to help improve program correctness. There has been much less work for more strongly typed languages, such as C++. Previous work on dynamic languages is usually limited to identifying problems during static analysis, rather than making permanent edits to the program. They also follow the type system linearly, rather than using algebraic underpinnings of a type set to spread time information both vertically through a function call hierarchy and horizontally through expressions.

Our tools build upon earlier efforts in the area of gradual typing [19], [20]. While most theoretical efforts in this area, require complete soundness, our practical experience indicates that we can rely upon “defense in depth” to catch deficiencies in our tooling. Most gradual typing techniques have been applied to languages more amenable to the approach, such as functional languages [21], rather than a more common industrial language like C++. While completely sound gradual typing may face significant theoretical challenges [22], in practice, complete soundness is not required for usefulness.

B. Type Migration

Researchers have extensively examined the process of migrating from one type to another, primarily in the context of library upgrades and migration [23], [24]. Other approaches include generating new adapters for new libraries [25] or migrating types based on existing examples [26]. Many of these approaches do not scale to large codebases, nor do they work in iteratively as described in our case study. Other work shows that type migration can scale to a larger and more complex call hierarchy, but still relies upon the ability to commit changes atomically [27].

Our work also builds on constraint-based type migrations [28], only our constraints are informed by the underlying type algebra, rather than inference. Derivative constraint-based solutions often require an existing type-correct program, and while our solution requires that code be \textit{syntactically} correct (so that the compiler-based tools can function), it works in a real-world environment where code is often not \textit{semantically} correct (as shown by the types of defects we discovered).

Furthermore, most of the existing type migration tools target the Java language. With a different type system design, C++ presents a different set of practical considerations than Java.
when doing type migration. Our work shows that it is also practical to do automatic type migration in C++ as well.

VII. CONCLUSION

Historically, large-scale automated migrations have focused on changing single function calls or types through dataflow analysis. Type inference has likewise been used to propagate information about existing types linearly through a codebase. In this paper we have shown that is is possible to do deeper type inference by using the algebra that models a set of types to do inference of related types, and then iteratively spread that information through a C++ codebase of 250M lines.

This work has demonstrated the feasibility of doing partial type migrations across a large codebase, and has inspired additional efforts within our codebase, such as inferring and migrating pointer ownership analysis. By being able to automatically migrate entire type sets, not just single types, we reduce the cost of adding further type safety to legacy code, and prevent bugs by making it easier for engineers to understand and use legacy systems.
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